Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning TEM (STEM) have made significant advances in direct imaging of point defects, including substitutional impurities, interstitial impurities, and selfinterstitials. However, imaging defects that decrease, rather than increase local intensity, such as vacancies, remains a significant challenge. Here we show in simulations that recent advances in highly quantitative, picometer-precision STEM imaging [1] may make it possible to detect single cation vacancies in a complex oxide both through the reduction of the column intensity and the small shifts in the neighboring atomic column positions.
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We use frozen phonon simulations to explore if vacancies in LaMnO 3 perovskites can be imaged in the STEM [2] . At least 128 phonon configurations are required to ensure sub-picometer special precision and lower than 1% intensity fluctuations in simulations of 20 nm thick [100] LaMnO 3 . Simulation parameters were set based on a probe-corrected FEI Titan STEM at 200 kV. The probe convergence semi-angle was 24.5 mrad and the detector inner angles were 84.4 mrad and 8.48 mrad for high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM and annular bright field (ABF) STEM, respectively. There are two symmetry distinct near-neighbor La column separations along the x direction and one along the y direction. Figure 1(c) shows the vacancy visibility, defined as the percent reduction in intensity of vacancy-containing column with respect to a perfect column, which is 3% ~ 9% for a single La vacancy in a 10 nm thick sample and 1% ~ 6% visibility in a 15 nm thick sample. Figure 1(d) and (e) show that all three inter-column separations are measurably changed by a single La vacancy in both HAADF image and ABF image, and that all separation changes depend on the vacancy depth. The depth dependence may make it possible to not only detect a single La vacancy, but also accurately localize its depth. A similar analysis predicts a 1% ~ 3% reduced intensity and pm-scale contraction/expansion caused by a single Mn vacancy under the same conditions. The depth dependencies of vacancy introduced visibility and column displacements are likely caused by electron channeling effects [3] . The predicted changes are within the detection limitations of HAADF STEM imaging in experiment, which can now achieve sub-picometer precision and 1% intensity sensitivity by non-rigid registration and averaging of an image series [1] . Overall, these results predict that single cation vacancy imaging is possible in 
